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1. Introduction 
Suppose that a group G acts without inversion upon a tree X ([ 81, I-37). We 
shall write V(X) for the set of vertices of X, E(X) for the set of edges, G, (resp. Gx) 
for the stabilizer of a vertex P (resp. edge x) and cd G for the cohomological dimen- 
sion of G. Our purpose is to describe the cohomology of G in terms of the cohomology 
of the stabilizers of the vertices and edges of A’, and our main result (Theorem 2) is 
that if 
nv=sup{cdGplPE~(X)},nE=~~p{cdG,~xE~(~}, 
then 
nV<cdG<sup(2,nV) if nE<nV9 and 
rzv<cdG<nV+l if nE=nV- 
Our constant reference for the structure of groups acting on trees will be Serre’s 
notes [8]. We shall consider two types of special cases, or applications, of our 
results. For the first type we shall restrict our attention to the case where the graph 
of orbits m is also a tree. It turns out (lot. cit.) that this is the same as saying that 
G is a colimit of a tree of groups, and what we have in this case is a description of 
the cohomology of colimits of trees of groups (Corollaries 1 .l and 1.2). The second 
application deals with one-relator groups and their generalizations. Every group G 
with one defining relator Y of length > 2 can be made to act upon a tree X in such a 
way that the stabilizers of its vertices are embeddable in another one-relator group 
Go, whose defining relator has length less than that of y. If y is a proper power, 
cd G = 00 trivially; if not then Lyndon’s inequality [7] cd G < 2 becomes acorollary 
of our main theorem. Finally, we remark that the techniques of this paper also lead 
to a generalization of Lyndon’s theorem contained in [4]. 
2. Suppose that a group G acts without inversion upon a tree X, and let T be a maxi- 
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ma1 tree in the graph 0,’ orbits Y = G\X ([8], I-37, Prop. 14). We know by I-84, 
Theorem 13, that G is isomorphic to the fundamental group nl (G, Y, T) of a graph 
of groups (G, Y), defined as on p. I-83, the group at every vertex (resp. edge) of Y 
being a stabilizer of a vertex (resp. edge) of X. Choose an orientation of Y, and let 
E(Y)+ denote the set of its positive dges. Write S = E(Y)’ - E(Y)” n E(T); let 
F(s) denote the free group on the set S and for every positive edge y of Y, let 
1 if yEE(T) 
(y)= 
the image of y in F(S) if not. 
The universal cover ? of Y w.r.t. T is the tree defined by: 
E(F) = F(S) X E(Y), V(F) = F(S) X V(Y), 
the initial point &bf, y) and terminal point &(f, y) of an edge df, y) of ? being the 
following: 
qf9Y) = 
f 
uJ()dv)) if Y WY)+ 
df(y)-l, do(j)) if not 
d"l(f,Y) = I (f<y),dlOjl if Y EE(Y)+ Cf, dlti)) if not, 
where do(j) and dlQ) denote the initial point azd end point respectively of the 
edge y in Y. The free group F(S) acts freely on Y (i.e. all stabilizers are trivial): 
fcf’,J?=cff’J’h fV’,u)=(ff’,y), f,f’-W, PE V(Y), Y=(Y). 
As i&the exercise on p. I-69 of Serre’s notes, we shall define-a graph of groups 
(G, Y), so that if we let F(S) act on its colimit K = lim (G, Y) through the action of 
F(S) on ?, the semi-direct product of K and F(S) is<anonically isomorphic to 
n1 (G, Y, T). Note that F(S) is the fundamental group nl (Y, T) of Y relative to T 
(I-82, ex. 1). To define (G, Y), we let 
Gff,P> = GP, G(f,y) = Gy for all f EF(S), PE V(Y), y EE(Y) ; 
and, if an edge y of Y has initial point P and end point Q in Y, we let 
c cf,Y) CY) ‘if,_.) - G&(f,y) = GP and @Cf,Y) -G&f,y) = GQ - 
be the maps Gy L Gp and Gy c GQ associated with (G, Y). Let us denote the 
canonical maps: Gu, p) + K by mu 
, 
p). The action 
6: F(S) + aut (K) 
is then explicitly described by 
Let K X$(S) denote the semi-direct product of K and F(S) w.r.t. this action; for 
everyy ES let T- denote conjugation by the image p(<y)) of (y> in K X#‘(S):. 
3i) : K X,F(S) + K X,F(S) , /3: F(S) + K X$-(s) . 
3i,: z +lCu>z/3(<y>)-' =8((y))(z) 
and for every P f V(Y), Ilet op be the composition: 
GP =G(l,P) Lm= K + K X,F(S) . 
For each y E E(Y) with &(J) = P and d,(y) = Q, one then has commutive diagrams: 
G&cl ,u) 
“P 
GPL------ K X,W) 
and one easily verifies that the maps p : F(S) + K X,F(S) and oP (P E V(Y)) are 
universal w.r.t. the property of rendering the second diagram commutative, in the 
sense that if p’: F(S) +L, a;: Gp + L (P E V(Y)) are group homomorphisms with 
the same property, then there exists a unique map $ : K X$;(S) + L such that 
$ofl=/?and$Oolp= c$ for all P E V(Y). But, this universal property character- 
izes nl (G, Y, T) (I-65, b), hence 
K X,F(S) z= nl(G, Y, T) = G . 
Henceforth, we shall identify these grouEs. 
We shall view K, G u, p)’ ((f, P) E v(Y)) and G(f, u)y (cf, Y) E E(p)) as groups 
over K, i.e. as objects of the category (Grp, K), in the obvious way, so that K is 
lim (G, Y) also in this category. It is well-known [ 1, p. 2551 that the category 
zb(Grp, K) of Abelian group objects in (Grp, K) is equivalent o the category 
K-mod of K-modules. The augmentation ideal of the group ring ZL of a group L 
will be denoted by IL, and we now define K-modules: 
z=IK, Z(f,P) = cp = ZK #cpIGp, (f, PI E un 
hr 
q,if, v) = cy = ZK@GyIGy, (f,Y) Em l 
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It is also well-known [1, p. 2551 that the functor 
Diff,: (W-M) H k=ZKGDWIW 
is the left adjoint of the embedding: 
K-mod = Ab(Grp, K) c (Grp, K) , 
and K” is therefore the colimit of the graph (c, ?) of K-modules. By this we mean 
that the maps mv 9 p) df, P) E V(F)), induce maps %U,P): zu, p) + z, 
commutes for all (f,~) EE(y), and the maps %cf,~) are universal w.r.t. this proper- 
ty. Let us define: 
where 
The maps 
$f,P) : qf,P) + K” 
induce 
9: Cl3 
Y;PEV(~) 
qfJq -+iu”) 
which is cnto, since K is generated by the images nzu, p)(Gcf, p$ of Gcf, p) l Now, 
every map 
in K-mod satisfies v l p = 0 i ff the maps 
v(fp)=v”A(fp):iT(fpi+B , , , 
satisfy 
-+ 
%&~JJG =V&~,y).yl for all (~,Y)EE(Y) . 
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It follows that cp is the cokernel of I-(, and we have proved: 
Proposition. 
O+ @ qfy,s 
U-,Y)-(~)+ 
c3 qfP) w&+0 
(f,PEUfi 
is an exact sequence of K-modules. 
Suppose now that A is a C-module. The group F(S) acts upon the Abelian group 
Der(K, A) of derivation from K into A by the usual formula: 
(fQ(k)=f6(fW1kf) (jXF(S), 6 EDer(K,A), kEK), 
and this induces an F(S)-module action on the value at A of the qth right derived 
functor H@l (K, -) of Der(K, -), (q 2 1). We point out, for future reference, that this 
action is the right one for the spectral sequence associated with: 1 -+ K + G -+ F(S)-+ 1 
[6, p. 3031. Note that we identify GCf p) and G(I p); but not their actions (via 9 9 
rn~;p> and KM(~,~) resp.) on A. 
The following theorem will be proved by applying the functor Horn&, A) to the 
short exact sequence of the Proposition. 
Theorem 1. For every Abelian group B, we let B* denote the co-induced F(S)- 
module Hom@F(S), B). To every G-module A there corresponds an exact seqrrerlce 
of F(S)-modules: 
O+Der(K,A)+( n Der(Gp,A))*+( 
PEV(Y) 
n Der(Gy,A))* 
yEE(Y)+ 
+H2(K,A)+( n H2(Gp,A))*+( 
PEV(Y) 
n ff2(Gy,A))*+H3(K,A)+... 
yEEo’)+ 
Corollary 1 .I. -If Y is a tree, the above long exact sequence becomes the following 
exact sequence of Abelian groups : 
0 + Der(G, A) + n Der(Gp,A)+ fl 
PEV(Y) y6Ew+ 
Der(GyvA) 
-+H2(G,,.Q-+ n H2(Gp,A)+ n 
PEV(Y) )‘E E(Y)” 
H2(Gy,A)+H3(G,A)+-. 
hoof. In this case S = 0 and G = nl(G, Y, T) = nl(G, T, T) = lim(G, T) = K WI 9 
I-66, Ex. 2). 
Corollary 1.2. Given a tree of groups (G, T), with colimit G,. Then 
cd G, < sup {cd Gp 1PE V(T)] + 1 . 
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Proof. Corollary 1.1 and [8], I-61, Theorem 10. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first take note of the following natural isomorphisms of
functors from K-mod into the category of Abelian groups: 
HomK (IK, -) = DerK (K, -) 
HomK( @ 
cf,P)WC 
E[f, p) 9 -I= I-I 
(f,PEV(~) 
WG(f,P), -1 
Next, we note that every K-injective module is also G(f,+njective and Cc1 ,,)- 
injective, and products are of course xact functors. It follows that the shoryexact 
sequence of the Proposition gives rise to a sequence of functors and natural trans- 
formations: 
C : O+Der(K,-)+ n 
(f,P)E V(b 
Der(G~,p)+ (f y)rJE(~)+Der(G~,y)9-)+0 9 
9 
which is exact on K-injectives, so that one has a long exact sequence ([6], Theorem 
6.3, p. 137) of Abelian groups 
O+Der(K,C)-+ n 
cf,P)WC 
DeGf,P),Q + (f n 
, 
P)EP(~)+Der(G(f,Y)~C) -1 
for every K-module C. We now replace C by a G-module A. For fixed P E V(Y), 
the groups Gu, p) are all equal to Gp, and the groups Gu, y) are all equal to Gy . 
The Abelian groups 
are therefore isomorphic to the underlying Abelian groups of the co-induced modules. 
Hom&W’(S), ( fl Der(Gy, 4)) 
yE E(Y)+ 
respectively. The same applies to the products of the cohomology groups that appear 
in the long exact sequence. In order for the natural transformations in the sequence 
C, when evaluated at A, to be homomorphisms of F(S)-modules, we want the F(S)- 
module structures on the last two terms to be determined by commutative squares 
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of the form: 
n _ Der(Gu p),A) ” ) n 
Cf,m=w9 
I 
9 
Cf,P)E VC) 
Der(Gtfp#) 9 
Tj-9 P) 
I 
VfW) 
W(-+f,P),A) “f’ + Der(Gutf,pI, A) 
where f’ denotes calar multiplication byf’, the vertical maps are canonical projec- 
tions and oft is well-&$?zed on 
Der(Gp,A) = Der(Gtf,p+) = Der(Gutftp,,A) 
by of@)(g) = f%(g), g E Gp. This structure agrees, via the isomorphism 
~:Hoq@F(S),( n 
PEV(Y) 
Der(G’,A)))_u. p,~vcFl Der(Gy;p,9A) 
9 
defined by: 
(Q P) * (J) ((P) (g) = f(“(l,p)Mf-l)) (g)) 7 
with the co-induced structure: df’lp) Gf) = (p(ff’). One has a similar commutative 
square for the other product in the sequence II. By naturahty in A of these cornmu- 
tative squares, one also has similar commutative squares for the derived functors of 
the products in the sequence -C, and this implies that our long exact sequence is in- 
deed an exact sequence in the category of F(S)-modules. 
Theorem 2. Let G act on a tree X, and let 
Then 
n,=sup(cdG,lxEE(X)}+= 
nv=sup{cdGpJPEV(X)}<=. 
nv<cdGSsup(2,nv) if nE<nv, and 
nv<cdG<nv+l if nE=nv. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that IZ v < 00. Let nz = sup(2,n v). 
If m = 2, the groupsH m-1 (Gy , A) should be replaced, in what follows, by 
Der(Gy, A). The long exact sequence of Theorem 1 contains: 
( n H”-l(G),, A))” zHrn(K,A) 
ywn+ 
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If fzE <n v, we can extract from this two short exact sequences of F(S)-modules: 
O+kerw* -+( n 
yE E(Y)+ 
/P-l (Gy , A))* + Im w1 + 0 
O+Imwl+Hm(K,A)-t( fl Hnz(Gp,A))*+O 
PEV( Y) 
each of which contains a co-induced F(S)-module. The associated long exact se- 
quences contain: 
0 = H1(F(S),(,tGy,‘Hm-l(Gy, A))*)+Hl(F(S), Im q)-+H*(F(S), ker ol) = 0 
I J 
0 = H1(F(S),Imol)-tH1(F(S),H~~(K,A))+H1(F(S),( n 
PEV/(Y) 
Hn’(Gp,A))*) = 0. 
So, Hl(F(S), Hm(K, A)) = 0 and also Hq(K, A) = 0 for 4 > n?. Therefore, by the 
Lyndon--Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
Hq(G, A) = 0 for all 4 > m + 1 . 
Ifn, =32y, we apply H(F(S), -) to the short exact sequence: 
O+Imu2+( fl Hflz(G,,,A))*+H1n+l(K,A)+O 
yEE!Y)+ 
to obtain Hl(F(S), Hm+l(K, A)) = 0. Also, Hq[K, A) = 0 for q > nz+ 1, and the 
spectral sequence now gives: cd G < m 4 1. 
3. 
G 
One-relator groups 
We slhall assume that the element r, defining relator for the one-relator group 
= F/(r), is not a proper power in the free group F, and our purpose is to deduce 
from Theorem 2, by induction on the word length of r, that cd G < 2. We may 
assume without loss of generality that F is finitely generated: F = F(x,, x1, . . . . x,,) 
and r is a cyclically reduced word in which each of the letters x0,x1, . . ..xtl appears 
(n 2 0). 
We now claim that we may also suppose that the exponent sum of one of the 
generators inr is zero. First, if only one generator appears in r, there is nothing to 
prove, and if x0 (resp. x1) appears with non-zero exponent sum QI (resp. P), then 
we may adjoin a Pth root d of x0 to G = F/(r) and put e = xld” (as already out- 
lined in [2, p. 1721) in order to obtain a push-out diagram in the category of groups: 
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where Fis 
d@ F(d) 7 
T T 
c”= F(d,e,x2, . . . . x,,)/(F) 
T 
the word 
?(d,e,q, . . . . x,,) = r(d@, ed-Q,x2, . . . . x,,) 
obtained from r by substitutingdp for x0 and ed-* for x1 in r. The Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence associated with this push-out [6, p. 22 1 ] gives cd G < 2 iff cd c” < 2. Since 
Fhas exponent sum zero in the generator d, it belongs to the normal subgroup H = 
@,x2, ...Y +) of&&e,+ . . . . T,~) generated by e,xz, . . ..x.~. We note that H is freely 
generated by the conjugates djed-i, d’xid-’ (j E 2, i = 2, . . ..n). Moreover, ?has 
shorter length, when expressed as a work in these generators, than the original rela- 
tor r. The same shortening would occur if x0 already had exponent sum zero in Y, 
and Y is expressed as a word in the generators 
i -i Xij = X0 Xix0 (i= l,...,n; jEZ) 
for the free normal subgroup (x1, . . ..xJ of F. We may therefore revert to the origi- 
nal notation and write x0 and x1 instead of d and e, so that 
H=(xl,...,~~,)=F(Xi,j: i= I,..., n; jEZ) l 
We also write yi = xoirxo-i (j E Z). 
We suppose that r. (a finite word) belongs to the subgroup 
of H, and adopt the convention that PZi =Mi = 0 if there is no j E Z such that -Xij 
appears in r. Let l?j be the normal subgroup of 
generated by rj ; put Gj = Fj/Rj and 
In the following (infinite) diagram, Q~ maps each Xi,h that appears as a generator 
for Vj onto its natural image in Gj, and $ maps xi,/1 onto its natural image in Gj+l : 
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It follows from Magnus’ Freiheitsatz [7] that the maps aj and 01;; are injective. 
The normal subgroup R = (r) oi;F generated by Y is the normal subgroup of H gene- 
rated by {r# E 2) and the group K = H/R is the colimit (or generalized push-out) 
of the above diagram. In the terminology of [8], K = lim (G, T), where T is the tree 
I’(F&), {x0)) and (C, T) is the graph of groups --) 
v-2 V-1 VO VI 
. . . C2--G -1 ----t-G 0 -G 1 -G 2 . . . 
The free group F(xo) acts upon the above diagram and upon K in the obvious way, 
and G is the semi-direct product of K and F(xo). We may also describe G as the 
fundamental group nl (G, Y, T’), where Y is the graph with one vertex P and one 
edge, T’ = {P} and the group GP = Go, associatedEith_P, may be described as the 
stabilizer of the image of P in the universal cover X = X(G, Y, T’) of (G, Y, T’) 
(see p], I-66, I-78 and I-84, Theorem 13). The stabilizers of all the vertices of the 
tree X are isomorphic to Go, and the stabilizers of all the edges are isomorphic to 
the free group V. (I-78 and I-80, Theorem 12j. The defining relator y0 of Go has 
length less than that of y, and we may assume, by induction, that cd Go < 2. So as a 
consequence of Theorem 2, we have 
Theorem 3 (Lyndon). The cohomological dimension of a one-relator group is G 2 
if the defining relator is not a proper power in the free group; otherwise it is 00. 
Remark. Let P be the free product of finitely generated torsion-free Abelian groups 
and let (r) be the normal subgroup of P generated by some element r of P. In [4], 
the author has described the cohomology of P/(r) by techniques similar to the ones 
above; thus generalizing Lyndon’s Theorem. It is not difficult to see that the work 
done there also fits into the above general framework of the cohomology of groups 
acting on trees. 
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